Open to join our network?
We are looking for freelance training professionals
Start working with us from January 2021
Are you established as training professional in the field of Leadership, Management
and Sales? We invite you to join the Krauthammer Partner Network to deliver highquality blended learning journeys following our proven and successful methodology.
The market for corporate training and coaching is developing rapidly, and the outlook for growth is
positive. Krauthammer is the specialist in releasing the potential of individuals, teams, and organisations.
We engage with over 15.000 participants yearly, across 21 countries in 25 languages.
Freelance training professionals who are interested in the high quality and powerful network of
Krauthammer, are invited to join us as Krauthammer University Certified Trainer. You will cooperate with
us as partner on international clients and programs.

Your mission
As member of the Krauthammer Partner Network, you deliver high value multiple day blended learning
journeys with impact. You will coach participants between training sessions to reach their learning goals
and the client objectives. For training, facilitation, and coaching, you will use Krauthammer’s proven and
successful methodology.

About you
•
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You are a freelance training professional willing to extend your business opportunities and content
knowledge in joining our powerful network;

•
•
•
•
•

Masters’ degree in a relevant direction such as: Business Administration, Management, Work and
Occupational Psychology, Communication, Marketing or HR;
Relevant working experience in training and coaching in Leadership, Management or Sales, next to a
consistent operational track-record;
Open to invest and learn a new way of training and coaching during certification at the Krauthammer
Academy;
Fluent, spoken and written, in both English and the native language of the country where you apply;
You are a team player and experienced in the international business environment.

About us
We believe that engagement is the 21st century X-factor of organisations. Engaged people drive
performance and people are the main drivers of sustainable competitive advantage. Our focus is
increasing people’s engagement through behaviour change.
With team of consultants all over Europe, in the Americas and Asia, and a bonded network of partners
worldwide, we deliver in native languages in more than 25 countries.
When opting for the Krauthammer Partner Network, you choose for outstanding quality,
professionalism, and focus on results.

Our offer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperate with a strong network of expert consultants in Leadership, Management and Sales;
Share in-depth knowledge with consultants and partners in Leadership, Management and
Sales;
Work with high value multiple day blended learning journeys, customized for our in-company clients
or crafted to perfection for our open program clients;
Work with participants of international and leading organizations;
Develop your personal skills as training professional at the international Krauthammer Academy;
Freelance assignments and choose which program to work with;
A clear and attractive commercial offer for each business
opportunity.

Contact
Do you see yourself in this description? And does your business mentality fit our offer? Please contact
us and share your CV (in English) via partners@krauthammer.com
We are looking forward to engaging with you!
Krauthammer, we bring out the best in you
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